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Introduction

any multidisciplinary studies carried out on the
Turin Shroudt'2'3'4's'6'7 indicate that the proba-
bility that the image derives from a hypotheti-
cal craftsman trying to make an image on the
cloth is extremely low.

Many authors have attempted to show that the figure
on the Shroud does not represent Jesus Christ's image.
For example, in 1988' the medieval age of the linen was
demonstrated, although bias errors due to the fire of
1532, carboxidation of cellulose, C14 biofractionation
in the linen plant, the presence of bioplastic coating e,

and the poor representativity of the Shroud samples,
which were cut from a corner probably containing darns
made in medieval times, were not taken into account.

In 1898, Secondo Pia made the first photographic
image of the Man of the Shroud, developing a negative
plate of the Turin Shroud. A century later, during the ex-
hibition planned for next year, the first high resolution
colorimetric mapping of the whole cloth may be achie-
ved at various resolution levels. Digital mapping, useful
for future studies, is proposed for the following aims:

I) Providing a data base for future studies open to all
scientists.
II) High resolution digital colorimetry at pixel level for
quantitative analysis of the radiation source causing the
tmage on the Shroud.
Quantitative analysis provides more information about
radiation characteristics, for example, correlation bet-
ween emitted radiation and human body mass is pos-
sible. Areas with higher radiation intensity may be inves-
tigated and correlated to relative parts of the anatomy.
Jackson et al.7 observed that only the surface fibrils ofthe
image appear on the Shroud to be discolored, and calcula-
ted the time necessary for an electromagnetic source to
cause this effect. This time "must be of the order of hun-

dredths of a second, a time which would pose conside-
rable technical difficulties for a hypothetical craftsman
trying to make a Shroud image". This suggests the possi-
bility of a radiation source inside the body, perhaps due to
a post-mortem transformation (the Resunection?).
The effects of this radiation may be quantitatively analy-
sed by a proper colorimetric processing of digital
images.

III) Digital colorimetry at pixel level for time stability or
color degradation analysis of some details of the Shroud.

IV) Digital analysis for high resolution three-dimensio-
nal reconstruction of the whole body. Obviously, various
kinds of processing will require different spatial resolu-
tions.

V) By comparison with previously acquired data, verifi-
cation of the negligible effects caused by the fire of 12
Aprll1997.

VI) After a proper calibration of the whole system, da-
ting of the cloth by means of infra-red luminescence ana-
lysis [10].

Metrological problems

By means of proper calibration of the acquisition sys-
tems with uncertainty evaluation, the following metrolo-
gical problems must be analyzed :

A) Temporal stability of acquired signals, due to both
a standard light source and to the illumination system to
be employed.

B) Spatial stability when the system acquires a uni-
form screen illuminated in the same conditions as map-
ping ofthe Shroud.

C) Distortions of the optical system.
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D) Dark cunent effects in each pixel.
E) Random non-uniformity, low-pass shading and si-

gnal-to-noise ratio of the MOS sensor.
F) Positions of defective pixels, clusters, dark co-

lumns, white pixels, etc.

c) High sr (whole Shroud, 48x12 images): Fig. 3

Investigation

Various mappings of the Shroud at high chromatic re-
solution and spatial resolutions are planned in:

A) Reflected light in the visible spectrum (using at
least 4 halogen sources).

B) Infra-red fluorescence analysis, excited by light in
the visible spectrum'0 (using at least 4 halogen light
sources and a proper IR filter) to date the cloth. Ob-
viously previous work is necessary to study the possi-
bility of correlating the IR fluorescence to the age of
the linen, accounting for some systematic effects such
as the presence of aloe and myrrh.

C) Ultraviolet-excited fluorescence light to reveal
blood-like stains and the serum halo around them.

Case ( A) is considered in detail in the present analy-
sis. If Philips FTF3020 sensor " with 3000x2000 pixels
is used, the following mappings, at different spatial re-
solutions (sr) may be obtained.

a) Low sr (whole Shroud,4 images): Fig. 1

Fig. 1: Lou sputiul resolution mapping of whole
Shroud: acquísition of 4 images horizontally (L = 4.36
m) with resolution of 0.38 mm (cotesponding to ct

magnification of 32 uith a pít:el size of 0.012 mm).

b) Normal sr (whole Shroud, 8x3 images):Fig.2

Fig. 2: Normc¿l spatial resolutic¡n mapping of whole
Shroud: acquisítion of I ímages horizontally and 3
ímages uertically (H=1.10 m), 24 imøges in total uíth
resolution of 0.20 mm (cotesponding to a magnification
of 20 uíth a pi:rel size of 0.012 mm).

Fig. 3: High spatial resolution møpping of the whole
Shroud by mcans of acquísition of 48 imøges horizon-
tally (L = 4.36 m) and 12 images aertically: 720 imagcs
in total u;íth resolutíon of 0,050 mm (comesponding to a
magnífication of 4.1 uith a pirel síze of 0.012 mm).

-d) Very high sr (some interesting details): Fig.4

Fig. 4: Very high spatial resolution mapping of some
interesting details: e number (to be defincd) of uery high
spatial resolution ímages is planned to detect characte-
ristícs of objects such øs cloth weaue or coins. Such
imagcs, uíth a síze of some centímeters, haae a resolu-
tion of the order of mícrons,

Mappings at various spatial resolutions are necessary.
Depending on the kind of problem to be solved, future
processing will require different spatial resolutions. For
example, global analysis will require normal resolution
images, but details such as coins will require very high
resolution.

Low spatial resolution is also useful to facilitate com-
binations of higher resolution images.

Experimental apparatus

A focal point of the planned work is digital acquisi-
tion with CCD detectors. CCD technology develops
quickly and the best experimental apparatus must be
selected from new products that must be tested before
use. For example, the effective resolution is often lo-
wer than the declared value because of the interpola-
tion between adjacent pixels, made automatically by
the sensor.

The type of camera (or sensor to be applied to a ca-
mera) is to be chosen after market analysis of new pro-
ducts.

New CCD sensors (e.g. Philips FTF3020 ") have a
spatial resolution of 3000x2000 pixels and a chromatic
resolution of 36 bits. The Philips sensor also has an ac-
ceptable spectral response in the UV range.
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Two interesting points to be developed regard repro-
ducibility of optical conditions during image acquisition
and uncertainty evaluation of acquired digital values.

A surface moving with the camera, having an area of
abott 37o of the whole image (3000x2000), is used for
colorimetric analysis (see Fig. 5). The surface, rigidly
connected to the camera by means of an arm, is subdivi-
ded into several zones, each characterized by a particular
known color. Squares having known chromatic characte-
ristics such as pure copper, gold and silver, previously
calibrated by a spectrometer, may be included.

Fí9. 5: Acquired image uith a surface mouíng with the
cemere, used for colorimetric analysis.

The Shroud may be positioned vertically in a room. A
distance of at least 5 m is needed in front of the Shroud for
proper acquisition of images. The apparatus, to be careful-
ly studied after the choice of the most appropriate CCD
sensor, with relative cameta, preliminarily consists of:

- previously calibrated RGB camera, with a spatial re-
solution of about 3000x2000 squared pixels (12-bit
gray level, 24x36mm);

- a band for colorimetry attached to the camera;

- stiff tripod with 3 wheels to allow translation along a
slide-bar on the floor;

- at least 4 halogen lamps mounted on the tripod;

- various fixed-focus macro lenses; a bellows will also
be used;

- personal computer

Guilio Fanti

Uncertainty analysis

Development of uncertainty analysis is necessary be-
fore, during and after Shroud mapping if qualified data
are to be acquired.

A) UNCERTAINTY ANALYSIS BEFORE MAP.
PING TO CALIBRATE THE WHOLE SYSTEM.

In this phase uncertainty sources are considered without
distinction between Type A and Type B (ISO Guide "), and
all sources of disturbances are presumed to be controlled.

Evaluation of uncertainty in the Project Phase may be
obtained by combining the modeling uncertainty of the
whole acquisition system, the resolution uncertainty of
each sensor in the measuring chain, and instrumental un-
certainty (see Fig. 6).

In particular, the following aspects must be investigated:

A) Spatial and chromatic resolution;
B) Temporal and spatial stability;
C) Distortions of the optical system. Low distortion
lenses are needed. The camera with each lens will be
spatially calibrated in order to evaluate electro-optical
distortion effects and to detect effective pixel side ratio;
D) Dark current effects, signal-to-noise ratio, position
of defective pixels, clusters, etc.

modelling
uncertainty

resolution
uncertainty

instrumental
uncertainty

Project Phase
uncertainty

Fíg. 6 : Representation of Project Phase uncertainty

B) UNCERTAINTY ANALYSIS
DURING MAPPING.

The following aspects must be investigated:

A) Temporal and spatial stability of both acquisition
system and light source;
B) Possible noise sources, such as support vibrations,
temperature variations, etc. ;

C ) Repeatability and reproducibility of acquired data.

C) UNCERTAINTY ANALYSIS AFTER MAPPING.

The procedure consists of the following steps:

1) evaluation of uncertainty components due to sys-
tem modeling, calibration, data acquisition and data
reduction;
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2) evaluation of bias and repeatability of acquired
data;

3) propagation of uncertainty to the results (spatial
and chromatic data of each image) must be evalua-
ted in terms of Type A and Type B components
(ISO Guide'3), evaluating all effects such as repea-
tability, reproducibility, systematic effects, etc., ta-
king into account chromatic calibration (controlled
a posteriorl by direct comparison of acquired RGB
values corresponding to the reference surface of
each image).

Relative uncertainty values will be associated with
all the chromatic and spatial data of all acquired
images.
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Question:
Etant donné que I'on observe
une image tramée dans les deux
sens, il faut faire attention aux
périodes du CCD qui peuvent
créer des effets de moiré quand
ces périodes sont proches de
celles du tissage.

Réponse :

Il est nécessaire de faire une cali-
bration pour évaluer tous ces ef-

fets et ces distorsions. Ensuite on

pourra nettoyer de ces effets
l'image du linceul.

Commentaire :

il y a aussi les effets de ghosts et
d'entrelacement des lig,nes dans
les caméras qui donnent des ré-
sultats étonnants.

Question de M. Alonso :

Avec quatre lampes, il se posera
aussi des problèmes d'uniformi-
sation de la lumière. Avez-vous

prévu un système d'homogénéi-
sation de l'éclairage ?

Réponse :

Ily a des problèmes de calibration du
systèrne. lzs sources peuvent exercer
des influences sur l'imnge. On peut
en tenir compte si une calibration est

ffictuée dnns de bonnes conditions,
c'esÍ-à-dire si on peut conruîne kt ré-
ponse du système pour compenser Il
serait préférable d'avoir une source
uniforme mnis cela n'est pas facíle.

Proposition de eartographie colorimétrique à haute résolution du
Suaire de Turin : analyse des problèmes métrologiques
Nous proposons une cartographie colorimétrique à haute résolution du Suaire de Turin mettant en oeuvre une
acquisition numérique par caméra à état solide, dans le but de créer une base de donnêes pour de futures ana-
lyses de précision. Par exemple, on pourrait obtenir davantage d'information sur le mécanisme de formation de
l'image sur le tissu. Ceci implique évidemment une calibration appropriée des systèmes d'acquisition et une
évaluation des erueurs (à faire avent, pendant et après la cartographie) qui prenne en compte certains pro-
blèmes de métrologie, comme la stabilité spatiale et temporelle des signaux acquis, les distorsions de l'image,
les courants d'obscurité et les ffits dus aux pixels défectueux. Dffirentes cartographies du Linceul, de haute
résolution chromatique, faites à dífférentes résolutions spatiales, sont prévues :
I ) en lumière réfl.échie dans le spectre visible
2) en analyse parfluorescence infrarouge, sous lumière d'excitation visible
3) enfluorescence UV pour mettre en évidence les taches de sang et les halos de sérum autour de ces taches.
Le premier cas est considéré en détails dans la présente anaþse.
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